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(1-0) Executive Summary

The McLean’s Mansion Charitable Trust is engaged in the 
purchase, renovation, and conservation of the Category 1 
heritage property known as ‘McLean’s Mansion’, conveniently 
situated in the Christchurch CBD.  

One of the world’s largest surviving Victorian houses built 
in timber, the Mansion is of international significance.

The Trust will open the Mansion in 2022 as a world-
leading exhibition of NZ art.  The Mansion Gallery will be 
open to the public and feature an outdoor Sculpture Park, 
will offer significant heritage and art tourism attractions, 
musical events, a vibrant social environment for visitors, 
and a range of educational activities.  As such it will 
become one of the major tourism ventures in the City and 
return well in excess of $5million to the local economy 
annually.

Its contribution also to the cultural, social, and community 
life of the City will be extensive and it will also offer much 
to stimulate the recovery of the area after the cultural and 
economic setbacks endured by the City after the recent 
Canterbury earthquakes.

Overall the project will cost some $11.6 million, of which 
$2.5 milion is land purchase, but will return about double 
the total investment in its final restored value, making this 
a most attractive major civic investment for the relatively 
modest outlay of the restoration costs. 

Donors and supporters are offered many ways by which 
support may be given to the project and, with the diverse 
and sizeable contribution of the venture to the prosperity 
of the City, the Mansion Project is commended to a wide 
investment baseand philanthropic community. 
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(1-0) The Project

The McLean’s Mansion Gallery project is a venture of The 
McLean’s Mansion Charitable Trust (‘The Trust’) formed 
expressly for the purpose and with the following principal 
objectives:

• To purchase, restore, and conserve for the long-term both 
the Category 1 former residence of Mr Allan McLean, 
known formerly as ‘Holly Lea’ but more commonly and 
affectionately as ‘Mclean’s Mansion’ (‘the Mansion’), 
and its remaining grounds.

• To apply and utilise the restored residence site in 
accordance with the aims and objectives of the Trust

• To operate the Mansion and grounds as a profitable 
venture under a Business Plan which will see the 
Mansion and grounds being used for many purposes 

including:
• Education and performance in the fields of fine 

art; music; and Canterbury cultural, pastoral, 
botanical, philanthropic, & architectural history.  To 
this end the Mansion will hold arguably the largest 
displayed collection of NZ Art in the country, as 
well as featuring areas in the Mansion suitable for 
all such activities above.

• A Canterbury heritage tourism destination of 
international acclaim

• A place of calm and relaxing cultural enjoyment 
for all visitors

• A destination for significant social events teamed 
with the above insights, themes, and background.
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(2-0) History of the Mansion and Grounds:

The life of Mr Allan McLean, the man responsible for 
commissioning ‘Holly Lea’ as the Mansion was formally 
known, is a most interesting story which traces his journey 
from an enterprising family on the Isle of Coll in Scotland 
who had fallen on hard times, to one of the wealthiest men 
in Canterbury when he died.

The grandeur of ‘Holly Lea’ effectively embodies in its 
architecture the product of an astute and hard-won farming 
career in partnership with his brother John that ranged from 
farming beginnings in New South Wales in Australia to 
the successful ownership of many major farming properties 
in the Canterbury and South Canterbury area.  Late in his 
life the then Liberal Government, keen to see more smaller 
farms being established and less monopoly of agricultural 
land ownership, negotiated an enforced sale of his beloved 
property ‘The Valley’ at Waikakahi in South Canterbury 
for the large sum of 323,000 Pounds.  Greatly saddened 
by the loss of his well-established property at a late stage 

Timeline:
1898: Allan McLean commissions RW England, architect to design a 53 roomed house 

1899: Construction commences by Rennie and Pearce Builders

1900: Allan McLean & housekeeper Emily Phillips move in

1907: McLean dies leaving 596,000 pnds & the establishment of the McLean Institute

1909: The McLean Institute buys ‘Quamby’ in Fendalton Rd for beneficiaries also to live

1913: Emily Phillips leaves ‘Holly Lea’.  Beneficiaries move in to the Mansion also

1954: ‘Holly Lea’ sold to Government for dental training

1982: Dental school closes.  Brief use by Salvation Army 

1982: First public open day with many thousands viewing it

1982: Sold to Christchurch Academy

2018: Sold to The McLean’s Mansion Charitable Trust

2019: Proposed completion of Stage 1 & 2 and opening of front downstairs rooms 

2022: Proposed completion date of full restoration and opening of the Mansion to the public

in life ‘Holly Lea’ became a comforting solace in his final 
years and a deliberate statement of his achievement for all 
to observe.

The property was developed handsomely in a large and 
rare inner-city setting and included the planting of many 
fine trees and also the establishment of a very significant 
Winter Garden of which the foundation and formed beds 
still remain.

Arguably, one aspect of significant important and interest in 
the Mansion’s history is that of the exceptional philanthropy 
that Allan McLean exhibited in his will.  The Mansion and 
a large endowment were vested in the establishment of The 
McLean Institute, a charity which operated for over 100 
years subsequently and which was established to house 
gentlewomen in reduced or straightened circumstances.  
The Mansion was clearly conceived for that purpose by 
Allan McLean and provided a fine home to those ladies until 
the 1950s when it was sold by the Trust.
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(3-0) Architectural and Cultural Merit:

The architecture of ‘Holly Lea’ is most interesting and reflects 
the translation to local materials and building period of a 
much earlier classical architectural style known as Jacobean 
which harks back to King James 1 (1605-1685) and even 
before that to elements of Elizabethan architecture.  The style is 
known for its very solid appearance, typically with tall towers 
placed symmetrically at the corners of the building.  The likely 
inspiration for the design chosen was the well-studied architect 
of the late Victorian period, Sir Joseph Paxton, who designed 
not only the Crystal Palace but more relevantly a major country 
house called Mentmore Towers (built 1852) also conceived in 
the Jacobean style.

Translated into a timber vernacular, RW England took a great 
many of the Jacobean signature features, and especially those 
features of Mentmore Towers itself, and provided a result that 
reflects this pedigree in its the twin domed towers (albeit with 
a slight French accent to the domes themselves), the small 
Flemish gable between the two domes, and particularly so in 
the inner hall which translates faithfully the principle elements 
of the double storey arcaded design lit by a massive overhead 
skylight, a hugely impressive sight when entering the house 
from the outer hall.  Mixing a number of other illustrations from 
the architectural vocabulary, the house has classical tympana 
above the interior doors, Corinthian and Ionic columns at the 

entrance, and a series of projecting bay windows modulating 
the side walls.

In terms of the original furnishings and fit out, Holly Lea was 
presented in the most sumptuous manner affordable with silk 
wall coverings, ornate coffered plaster ceilings in the drawing 
and dining rooms, fine marble fireplaces in the formal rooms 
and main bedrooms, numerous formal suites (with integrated 
bathrooms, toilets, and dressing rooms, a very modern 
treatment for its time), and in its standard of furnishings and 
appointments, many of which survive today and which will 
be returned to the restored interior to illustrate this grandeur to 
the visitor.

In terms of the final architectural result, the house boasted 53 
rooms, 19 bedrooms (many of which were for servants), a 
floor area of 23,000 sq. feet (about 2137 sq. m) all executed 
in a timber construction.  It remains one of the largest extant 
wooden houses in the world and, in terms of its execution 
as essentially an English Country house built in timber, an 
internationally unique house. Holly Lea retains its original 
floorplan including, importantly, its servants and service rooms 
which are extremely rare commodities to have survived.  As 
such the house also offers a rare comparative cultural illustration 
of a life of wealth and privilege, contrasted with the parallel 
lives of such a grand residence in the role of service staff.

(4-0) Restoration Plan (Summary)

Prior to the series of major Canterbury earthquakes from 
2010, Holly Lea was in a good standard of repair and 
presentation and was being well used for education, social, 
and administration purposes.  

Sadly, the event of February 22nd 2011 inflicted major 
damage to the interior of the house in particular, the  
2+ ‘G’ earthquake forces being taken initially by the solid-
plastered interior walls and then the timber structure itself.  
All internal chimneys were destroyed in the process, and 
most decorative plaster lost.  Some subsidence of the ground 

under the Mansion occurred to a level of up to 250 mm over 
the floor plan but the timber structure itself withstood the event 
well and remains in excellent condition. 

Externally, the impact of the damage is less evident apart 
from broken windows but there were openings of joints in 
the timber cladding that are all capable of being remedied 
during re-levelling.  The seismic rating of the Mansion in 
its damaged state was assessed in 2015 as being under 
4% NBS but engineering consensus exists that the building, 
once re-levelled and with enhanced foundations, can meet 
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building code requirements and achievement of an NBS in 
excess of 67%.

The Mansion, abandoned after the above event and 
subsequently elected unrepairable by the owners’ insurance 
company, was progressively further destroyed and 
desecrated by vagrants, thieves, and vandals. Essentially, 
then, the Trust will be restoring just the exterior-lined shell 
of the Mansion building with very little left of the original 
interior fittings and décor. The Trust remains optimistic of this 
being not only possible but also to be conducted in an 
economic fashion and in a manner by which visitors will not 
determine any discernible alteration to the original interior 
detailing. 

The restoration will be done over nominally six stages, 
contingent in their execution singly or concurrently upon 
suitable funding coming to hand from donations and grants.  
A brief summary of each stage is as follows:

Stage 1:  
Purchase

Initiate funding and establish a website to permit this and to 
keep supporters informed of progress.

Establish a Friends of Mclean’s Mansion group

Secure a Project Director

Embark on security and tidying of the site and building

Ensure building is as watertight as practicable.

Remove rubbish, all chimney bricks, and unwanted interior 
fabric so as to permit work to begin in logical steps. 

Document all relevant salvage and conserve salvaged items 
as patterns or for later repair and re-use

Ensure basic services are established and that the building 
is watertight.

Establish contractor offices at rear of site.

Plan work schedules and engineering details also being 
cognisant of the final use requirements and associated 
services.

Stage 2:
Complete engineering design of foundation and levelling 
work, apply for consents, and carry out work.

Strip Mansion walls in ground floor front rooms to permit 
reinstatement in ply and Gib

Reglaze front section of Mansion, restore any details as 
required, and 

Repair lead roofs of Towers.

Commence painting front façade.

Conduct work on the interior of the rooms above.

Plan grounds.  Commence work to bring grounds up to a 
good standard and also to prepare site for final grounds 
layout as practicable, including planting of slower-growing 
features in a timely manner.
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Open the Mansion’s front ground floor rooms to invited 
guests, sponsors, and donors for fundraising purposes.

Stage 3:
Finalisation of all plans for Mansion and grounds with a 
view to meeting all planned end-functions of the site and 
associated services.

Complete restoration to pre-decorative plaster finishes in inner 
hall area, upstairs and down, and of all major downstairs 
rooms adjoining the inner foyer.

Close off rest of interior.

Stage 4:
Completion of all services designs

Restoration to pre-finish stage of all rooms in the upstairs 
off the inner hall, both towers, excluding kitchen wing and 
upstairs service rooms south of the inner hall.

Restoration to finished plaster stage in drawing room, dining 
room, and outer hall.

Initial opening of an interim exhibition of modest value works 
to establish the mood of the building

Initial set out of the heritage rooms in the Mansion

Painting of both sides of the exterior.

Stage 5:
Restoration to pre-finish stage of upstairs and downstairs rear 
rooms south of the inner hall

Install temperature control system, security, and progressively 
the upgraded sprinkler system

Fit out kitchen and restaurant area (likely in part by tenant)

Install lift

Restore selected period original furniture

Restoration of decorative plaster in inner hall and major 
rooms off the hall, as well as in upstairs front rooms and 
downstairs principle rooms at the front of the Mansion

Extend public displays and ‘trial’ exhibitions into these areas

Painting of rear of Mansion

Replication of at least one chimney in lightweight materials

Stage 6:
Full decorative fit out to heritage spaces, inner hall, and 
selected other principle rooms

Final landscaping, pathways and roadways, and installation 
of sculptures

Possible addition of a further replica chimneys

Official opening of the whole complex.
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The Mansion at the time of purchase was all but destroyed 
internally and robbed by thieves of all major items of any 
worth including many items from the main staircase.

The only major items of heritage value intact at the time were 
doors, architraves, and the reminder of the main staircase. 
Fireplace items were largely destroyed in the earthquake and 
subsequent vandalism.

Fortunately:

• The Mansion was well photographed over its life and 
original plans exist.

• Surviving  and salvaged material will guide the replication 
of missing architectural details as faithfully as possible.  

• Some plaster items were retrieved and all such fragments 
will be assessed as potential patterns at the outset.

• The previous owners salvaged much of the architectural 
heritage pieces of the mansion at the time of the 2011 
earthquake and these have been stored subsequently and 
have been kindly handed over to the Trust.

• A great deal of original furniture, marble fireplace 
surrounds, light fittings, fixtures, ceramics, and silverware 
items from the ‘Holly Lea’ days of Allan McLean have been 
conserved by the McLean Institute and have been most 
kindly offered back to the Trust.  These will be conserved 
and replaced in the Mansion suitably, many in the restored 
heritage areas of the Mansion or in the proposed museum 
area dedicated to Mr Allan McLean himself.

The Trust’s restoration and conservation policy is: 

• Salvage all damaged heritage items for assessment, 
cataloguing, possible repair, or patterns for replication.

• Catalogue and conserve via suitable practices (by those 
skilled in the art) all original heritage items offered to the 
Trust for integration in the project.  Any items not required 
by the Trust are to be suitably stored or disposed of in 
accordance with the Trust deed.

• Maintain the floor plan of the Mansion as close to original 
as practicable.

• Retain original materials where practicable when repairing 
or replicating damaged or lost heritage fabric.

• In the heritage areas of the building, make every effort 
to replicate as close as practicable the period and 
appropriate style of the fixtures and furnishings that may 
have graced the rooms, if original pieces are not available.

• Replace all fireplaces with formed chimney breasts in 
lightweight materials, these being identical in size and 
profile in each room to those originally installed in brick.  
Fireplace furniture will be replicated where practicable, 
especially in the principle rooms and any heritage areas 
where this is essential.  The major areas only are intended 
to have working replicated gas fireplaces only but all other 
rooms will be presented as static exhibits only.

• To return some 20% of the Mansion, as practicable 
under the funding received (or progressively later), to the 
sumptuous ‘feeling’ it once had when first a residence.  
Whilst subjective, this measure is an accurate reflection on 
the precise judgement to be levied to this task by the Trust. 
This work will embrace:  The inner and outer halls; the 
dining room; the NE bedroom/dressing room/bathroom 
complex  and the tower above, and potentially at least one 
servants bedroom and bathroom by way of contrasting the 
social demographic of the house as a representation of 
the life and times of that cultural period.

• Paint colours and wall treatments used in the interior and 
exterior are either to be typical of the period or intended to 
appear suitably respectful of the period.  Dedicated gallery 
areas will have faithful room details but be painted in more 
durable light colours.  In such rooms ceilings, fireplaces, 
and main light fittings with be suitably ‘of the period’ to 
reflect the former quality and function of each room.

• Light fittings to be either of the period or replicated to be 
as faithful as practicable.

• All modern fittings and requirements for the new use of 
the Mansion to be chosen and placed so as to be as 
unobtrusive and respectful of the heritage environment as 
practicable.

(5-0) Conservation Principles and Intentions:
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(6-0) Costs and Restoration Timelines:

The project costs are nominally as below, subject to confirmation of design, build methodology, and QS.  Restoration 
timelines are estimates and are subject to funding:

• Land purchase price $2.5 million +GST for 5550 sq. m. (387 Manchester Street, Christchurch).   
Completed August 2018.

• Stage 1 and 2 (done jointly):  $2.5 million.  Completed Aug 2019
• Stage 3:  $1.5 million.  Completed May 2020
• Stage 4:  $1.7 million.  Completed Dec 2020
• Stage 5:  $1.8 million.  Completed Jul 2021
• Stage 6:  $1.6 million.  Completed Mar 2022.
• TOTAL ESTIMATE:  

• Land: $2.5 million
• Restoration work: $9.1 million
• Total project:  $11.6 million.

Leveraging the value in the significant timber structure of the Mansion, it is anticipated that after some $9 million is invested 
in restoration, the ‘QS insurance value’ of the Mansion and outbuildings will be nominally $23 million, a very significant 
return on funds expended and also indicative of the value to the City of a comparably modest project investment netting some 
2137 sq. m. of public space and 5550 sq. m of grounds.

(7-0) Business Case in Summary:
The Mansion will be operated with income from the main 
ventures below, all of which will carry a charge to the 
visitor and collectively be adequate to pay for the majority 
of the costs of running the operation: 

• NZ’s largest gallery of “NZ Art” by NZ’s leading artists 
(the range of ‘Art’ including: fine art, ceramics, film, 
sculpture, outdoor sculpture, children’s book illustration, 
indigenous, written, musical, and poetry).  The gallery 
visitors and café patrons will be treated to short ‘pop 
up’ musical recitals at intervals over the day without 
additional cost, enhancing a dramatic and exciting 
venue that begs a return visit.  A modest door charge 
structure will pertain to all visitors but, importantly, no 

charge will be levied additionally for travelling or 
special exhibitions.

• Heritage Tourism of the exterior, interiors, displayed 
original objects d’art, and museum of Allan McLean’s 
life and contribution to Canterbury.  The heritage areas 
will carry an additional charge over the door charge.

• Café/Restaurant (leased venture, recovered as a % of 
audited turnover)

• Gift Shop (leased venture, recovered as a % of audited 
turnover)

• Functions after hours for larger parties (e.g.:  Convention 
opening evenings). Nominally up to 2 per week for 
200 people per time.
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and International  tourists to Christchurch as a corollary of the 
effects of the opening of the Christchurch Convention Centre 
and the City itself being viewed, increasingly, both offshore 
and throughout Canterbury and NZ, as a ‘must visit’ place. 

The restored McLean’s Mansion will become a top 10 
category 1 listed heritage attraction in the city, having 
thankfully escaped the earthquake induced demolitions 
that reduced so many other notable buildings to rubble.  Its 
uniqueness and history has enhanced its value. Therefore, 
the trustees have confidence that the restored McLean’s 
Mansion will attract a significant percent of the expanding 
numbers of visitors to the city.

In his letter of support of the Mansion project of June 18th 
2016 at the launch of the venture, Sir James Wallace, 
writing on behalf of the James Wallace Arts Trust, compared 
the visitor potential of the Mansion to that of The Pah in 
Auckland, in which his trust has placed much of his largest 
single collection of NZ artwork. At that time, after 6 years 
The Pah had witnessed 639,000 visitors, making it one 
of Auckland’s largest single tourist attractions. “We believe 
that another new Arts venue such as the McLean’s Mansion 
would result in the equivalent of the huge expansion of 
visitors (from nil) experienced by The Pah”.  Given the more 
central, prominent, and easier-accessed central city site of 
the Mansion by comparison to that of The Pah, and the 
observation that the Mansion will integrate many of the 
attributes of The Pah venture but in a larger building, the 
growth projections above are clearly well founded.

A fundamental tenet of the Mansion project is that the venture 
will be self-sustaining.  A break-even scenario is forecast 
by the Trust for the worst case year One scenario, and 
subsequent years should yield sufficient funds to maintain 
the building and grounds and allow for further improvement 
investment in the venture.

• Private dinners in the restored dining room for 14 people.
• Private performances (musical, recitations and the like) 

in the larger gallery rooms
• Use and enjoyment of the grounds, these also being 

part of a sculpture park which would include the Bealey 
Avenue extension.  Entrance to grounds and Mansion will 
be covered by the standard door charge rate.  A smaller 
fee will allow entry the grounds only for picnics or shorter 
visits and external photo opportunities.

• Special educational events held in conjunction with the 
main venture, in accordance with the Trust Deed of The 
McLean’s Mansion Charitable Trust

Significant in the business plan is that:

• With the exception of the access to the designated 
separate heritage area of the Mansion or to private events 
staged separately, the admission fee paid will allow all 
exhibits to be viewed for no additional costs for travelling 
events.  

• No art is intended to be owned by the Trust but instead 
exhibited on loan from others

• Much of the staffing will be volunteers from the Friends of 
McLean’s Mansion organisation.

Grants from private donors, and some funding from local 
government and regional funding bodies will be sought and 
used as boosting funds for major projects.

Marketing of the Mansion as a tourist and local attraction 
will be conducted actively throughout the restoration 
project, with regular public open days and associated 
activities planned to stimulate and cultivate that interest and 
expectation of a quality restoration.  Formal marketing to 
in-bound tour operators and convention centre patrons will 
commence in Year 2 of the restoration, when visibility of 
the commercial attraction will have become more apparent. 
This phase includes taking advance bookings for convention-
related after-hours functions at the Mansion and the inclusion 
of the Mansion in the activities of in-bound tour operators, 
besides seeking increased publicity and awareness from 
entries in contemporary travel guidebooks.

Christchurch is a major gateway for overseas tourism to New 
Zealand. Projections reflect a forecast doubling of the NZ 

- 11 -
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(8-0) Contribution to the Community, Regional Economy, and 
Strategic Importance of the Venture to the Recovery of Christchurch 
and Canterbury:

In a letter of support for the venture in August 2016 by Mr 
Vic Allen (Chief Executive, Christchurch and Canterbury 
Tourism) he commented upon the Year 1 visitor projection and 
breakdown above (which he endorsed) and estimated that the 
direct contribution of the Mansion Gallery venture by the Trust 
would be to encourage an increased length of visitor stay of 
1/3 of a day each, equating to an increased visitor spend in 
the City and regional economy worth $5 million per annum.   
As a visitor attraction he considered that the venture ticked the 
following boxes:

• As stated in the Christchurch Visitor Strategy, Christchurch 
needs more visitor attractions and activities if it is to regain its 
pre-earthquake position in the NZ tourism market

• It is pitched at a premium audience which corresponds to the 
NZ Tourism strategy to attract high yield visitors

• It is an indoor all-year-round attraction which is much needed 
in the City and which reinforces and national and regional 
strategy to improve seasonality

• It has the potential to have a strong education/knowledge 
focus, which relates well to a new generation of high yield 
visitors who want to learn about our culture and heritage

• It lends itself to a commissionable product, such as paid 
guided tours and one-off incentive events, thus appealing to 
the trade sector of the inbound travel industry.

The subsequent confirmation of the provision of the Convention 
Centre, opening in 2021, as an ‘anchor’ recovery project 
for Christchurch will amplify the above projection of regional 
economy boost by some 50% in Year 2 of the Mansion venture, 
by which time the Mansion Gallery will have established 
effective business alliances with the Centre. The Mansion will 
clearly enjoy a symbiotic relationship with the Convention 
Centre, not only being a multi-faceted international drawcard 
attraction for convention organisers to choose Christchruch for 
their convention, but also offering in turn a major attraction for 

convention delegates to enjoy opening functions after hours in 
a stimulating, unique, and enjoyable environment. 

To this could be added the spend at the Mansion of the local 
visitors in Year 1 which is estimated to be $1.1 million per 
annum, and Mansion operational expenditure injection of the 
local economy of $2.1 million per annum, totalling an additional 
$3.2 million spend per annum generated by the venture. 

The conception of the Mansion Gallery project very much 
focusses on community interaction and amenity.  After the 
impacts of the earthquakes on the City, much of the losses in the 
Northern side of the Four Avenues, particularly near the Mansion 
in both Manchester and Colombo Streets, remains bare land 
and is struggling to make a comeback.  With the rise of new 
housing in the eastern frame now underway, the Mansion holds 
great hope for the emerging and recovering community in that 
area of the City for a place of focus, enjoyment, and hope.
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(9-0) Cultural Values and Educational Contribution:

providing a beautiful environment in which artists from 
varied disciplines could interact with each other, as well 
as sharing their work with public audiences”.

• “…It is…apparent that the full restoration of McLean’s 
Mansion as an art gallery with associated cultural and 
educational activities would be a major asset to the city”

• “…Christchurch would retain the mansion as an important 
architectural landmark, not only reminding us of the part 
it has played in our city’s rich history, but also attracting 
artists, students, and visitors from local, national and 
international destinations, important to the wider economic 
development of the region”.

These views are echoed in a letter of support from Cathedral 
of the Blessed Sacrament Music, in June 13 2016 from 
Mr Don Whelan (Musical Director) endorsing the project.   
Pertinent comments made included:

• …”(the project) allows for an important part of our built 
heritage to be preserved for future generations, and 
could….be developed as a showpiece … of both our 
heritage treasures and a gallery to display examples of 
new visual and sculptural art”

• “…There would be scope to house performing musical 
and dramatic tutors and performing groups, and for their 
students and staff to perform in rooms of the mansion”.

In line with the Trust’s aims and objectives in restoring the 
Mansion in accord with the proposed vision for its completed 
use, the role of the Venture in stimulating respectful cultural 
and educational contribution for the benefit of the City and 
its visitors (of all nationalities and ethnicities) is paramount.

Education and performance in the fields of New Zealand fine 
art (including, but not limited to: sculpture, painting, modern 
art, ceramics, film and moving picture art, animation, the 
art of New Zealand’s indigenous and more recent cultures, 
fine furniture, children’s’ book illustration art, illuminated 
art, and metal ware); music; literature, Canterbury cultural, 
pastoral, botanical, philanthropic, and architectural history.  
Predominantly, but not exclusively, these aspects of the work 
of the Trust will focus on New Zealand-themed material, 
performances, and connections.

Knowledgeable bodies in Canterbury are aligned in their 
assessment of the value of this work in the region…

In a letter of support from The Canterbury Arts and Heritage 
Trust dated July 25 2016, the Chair (Lorraine North) 
comments as follows:

• …”since the earthquakes Christchruch has lost many of 
its galleries and performance spaces.  As an art gallery 
and possibly a venue for fine music concerts, McLean’s 
Mansion would be meeting an urgent local need by 
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(10-0) Opportunities for Donors, Sponsors, and Supporters:
The nearly $12 million restoration project, and its 
conversion to both an internationally-significant building in 
tandem with an internationally-unique art gallery focussed 
on New Zealand arts, offers major scope for the support 
of donors and sponsors.

The McLean’ Mansion Charitable Trust has charitable Trust 
status and thus donations made to the Trust by NZ tax 
payers are tax deductible in New Zealand.

Major and diverse support for the project has been 
expressed to the Trust. The Christchurch City Council 
generously awarded a founding donation of $1.934 
million for restoration works, leaving some $9.5 million to 
be raised in total for the project.  

Donations and sponsorships are sought for the following 
segments of the project:

• Some $2.5 million for the land only, likely raised by 
multiple modest donations.  Land is not funded by 

(11-0) Appendix A:  The McLean’s Mansion Charitable Trust

Donations of all sizes are hugely welcomed and may be made or 
discussed via the official website:  www.mcleansmansion.nz

any of the major funding bodies, their funds being 
strictly restricted to restoration purposes excluding land 
purchase.  Grants specifically to this end will be of 
incalculable priority and value to the project. 

• Principal naming rights of the Mansion building itself
• Some 36 major rooms and corridor spaces  

(Appendix B)
• The Sculpture Park to the North
• The Entrance Garden Frontage
• The N side garden & beds of the former Winter Garden
• A Visitors Pavilion to be built at the Manchester Street 

entrance
• Materials at reduced rates
• Skilled labour at reduced rates (labour being some 67% 

of the project cost)
• Volunteer services (under the auspices and leadership of 

the Friends of McLean’s Mansion)

The McLean’s Mansion Charitable Trust was formed on 
September 12th 2016 by Settlor Trustee Mr Trevor Lord.

Objects:  The objects of the Trust are to:

• Advance the knowledge of Fine Arts, and in particular the 
New Zealand Fine Arts, and provide a facility to enable 
the display and education of people in Art.

• To promote both music performance and the education 
of music

• To hold the historic building known as McLean’s Mansion 
(as it is or as it is repaired or replaced); to maintain it as 

a historic building and permit access to it by the public on 
such terms as the Trustees deem appropriate

• To provide education in matter relating to heritage and the 
social history of the Canterbury region

• To carry out such other activities of any nature that will 
assist any one or more of the objects of the Trust

• To carry out such activities to raise funds for the preservation 
and continued operation of the building known as 
McLean’s Mansion and/or any of the charitable objects 
of this Trust.

Values:  The Trust acknowledges the importance of the 
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(13-0) Appendix C:  Letters of Support
As at July 2018 letters of support have been received from:

• The Sir James Wallace Arts Trust 
• Christchurch Civic Trust
• Heritage New Zealand
• Historic Places Canterbury
• Christchurch City Council

• Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament Music
• Canterbury Arts and Heritage Trust
• Christchurch and Canterbury Tourism
• The Canterbury Vintage Homes Restorers’ Group

following values:

• To respect the history and past use of the building know 
as McLean’s Mansion.

• To value the heritage and architectural qualities of the 
building

• To operate the building in a dignified manner
• To welcome visitors to the site 
• To treat with dignity key stakeholders and users of the 

building
• To ensure the use of the building respects the values of 

the Trust

• To be as a venture resilient and to that end develop 
policies to ensure this as well as the sustainability of the 
venture under foreseeable contingencies

• To honour those who have, or will, support this charitable 
venture.

Chairman:   Professor Chris Kissling

Postal Address:  Box 8921, Riccarton,  
 Christchurch 8004, New Zealand

Website:   www.mcleansmansion.nz 

(12-0) Appendix B:  Areas Available for Sponsorship

Disclaimer:  The details herein represent opinions and estimated design solutions current at the time of printing.   
Some changes may occur as the project progresses.
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